Design Guide

All fields in red are located in the YAML block at the top of the markdown pages or in YAML files in the data directory of the project.

Shortcodes are surrounded by percentage signs inside curly brackets and often make use of YAML files. They extend what can be done with Markdown alone.

Level 2 Subheading

## Introduction

Figure

{% figure '##' %}

Example figures.yaml entry:

```yaml
id: ##
label: 
src: 
caption: 
credit: 
alt: 
```

Hyperlink

[Text](https://url)

In-text citation

{% cite 'Author YYYY' %}

Example references.yaml entry:

```yaml
id: author YYYY
full: 
```

Endnote citation

[^#]

Figure grid

{% figuregroup '2' '##, ##' %}

The first value is the grid value which determines the number of images in each row. The second value is a list of figure ids, include as many as you’d like.

Pull quote

> Text

Embedded video

{% figure '##' %}

Backmatter

{% backmatter %}

Anything inside the (% backmatter %) short code will be formatted as small, backmatter text. (The contents of the notes and bibliography sections are automatically formatted this way.)

Endnote citation

[^#]:

Bibliography

The “Bibliography” section is created automatically when the in-text citation shortcode is used.